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The numerical simulations are carried out for the quasi-stationary stage of the cathode-directed axially symmetric

streamer propagation and for the linear stage of its azimuthal perturbation development. The dependences of the

streamer velocity on the average electric field strength are obtained for different gas mixtures. It is found the instability

of the azimuthal perturbations, and it is shown that this instability is typical for streamers. The connection of the

instability with the streamer branching is discussed.

PACS: 52.80.Hc

1. INTRODUCTION

Streamer is the phenomenon, which may arise in gas
or semiconductor in presence of electric field when
an ionization wave propagating between electrodes
leaves behind the ionized channel with relatively
small transverse dimension. Streamer discharge until
now is widely used and processes in it are investigated
[1]. Together with tendency to transverse localiza-
tion, streamers have tendency to branching when the
difference in the rates of ionization wave expansion
at the different parts of wave front leads to appear-
ance of the gap between the spaces of intensive ion-
ization and to developing of full-value streamers from
these spaces. And further each new branch of the
streamer may to form several branches again. The
picture of branching may be somewhat similar to one
arising with ionization developing along the traces
of the particles formed in nuclear reactions, but the
conditions, in which discharge has the streamer form
(in particular, comparatively large gas pressure), are
different from the discharge conditions, for example,
in Geiger tube. There are experimental and theo-
retical works, devoted to the problem of streamer
branching. In the paper [2] the streamer branching
is connected with the excess of streamer transverse
dimension over characteristic length of absorption of
the photons, which energy is sufficient for photoion-
ization. In the paper [3], in particular, the experi-
mentally obtained value of ratio of the transverse di-
mension and the absorption length characteristic for
streamer branching is presented. In the paper [4],
to explain experimental results at different pressures,
photoionization is considered more precisely with ac-
count of quenching. In the paper [5], in the consid-
eration of the processes, which have an effect on the
branching, the considerable attention is paid to the

processes of seed electron production different from
direct photoionization of molecule in ground state. In
the paper [6], the branching is considered as instabil-
ity of thin space charge layer. In the paper [7], the
experimental results for streamer branching at differ-
ent gas pressures are presented. In the mentioned
papers, the numerical simulations are carried out un-
der assumption of axial symmetry, and the forma-
tion of concave streamer front is interpreted as the
branching. But the axially symmetric branching is
only one of the possible ways of the process develop-
ment. Moreover, it almost cannot be realised through
its instability with respect to the azimuthal pertur-
bations. Though the streamer branching description
demands three-dimensional consideration, an initial
stage of the branching may be considered in the lin-
ear approximation, as development of the azimuthal
perturbations of the state close to stationary one. Of
course, in the laboratory frame a streamer cannot be
considered as stationary state. But if the process of
streamer propagation is considered in the frame of
reference moving with the streamer head at the stage
of streamer development when the head is far from
electrodes and the time variation of the process char-
acteristics in the space near the head in the moving
frame is almost absent then the state of process is
close to stationary one, and the streamer branching
may be considered as consequence of instability of
this state with respect to some perturbations. In
this approach, together with nonlinear simulations
of the axially-symmetric process evolution (the pro-
cess relaxation to stationary one), at the same two-
dimensional mesh, but with linearized equations, it
is simulated the evolution of the small perturbations,
which characteristics are dependent on the azimuthal
angle φ through the factor cos(mφ) (with m inte-
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ger). Thereby, the initial stage of three-dimensional
process is considered through two-dimensional sim-
ulations, which require much less time. Such ap-
proach was realized in the work [9]. It was directed
on the study of fast streamers, and in the model used
there, the ions were considered as immobilized. In
the present work the ion motion is taken into account,
in particular, with the aim to consider the streamer
under the small excess of voltage over one minimum
necessary for quasi-stationary streamer propagation.

2. SIMULATION MODEL

In the simulations, electron and ion drift and diffu-
sion, and the processes of impact ionization, attach-
ment, electron-ion and ion-ion recombination, and
photoionization are taken into account. Time evolu-
tion of the densities is determined with the following
equations:

∂tNe = Me +Re,
∂tNp = Mp +Rp, ∂tNn = Mn +Rn,

ε0∇2Φ = −q (Np −Ne −Nn) , E⃗ = −∇Φ.

Here ∂t is time derivative,

Me = div
(
De∇Ne +NeµeE⃗

)
,

Re = Sph + (νi − νa)Ne − βepNeNp,

Mp = div
(
Dp∇Np −NpµpE⃗

)
,

Rp = Sph + νiNe − βepNeNp − βnpNnNp,

Mn = div
(
Dn∇Nn +NnµnE⃗

)
,

Rn = νaNe − βnpNnNp,

q is elementary charge, ε0 is electric constant; N , µ,
and D are density, mobility, and diffusion coefficient
of electrons or of ions, positive or negative (indexes
e, p or n); νi and νa are ionization and attachment
frequencies; βep and βen are relevant recombination
coefficients.

Sph(r⃗) =

∫
dV ′Ne(r⃗

′)νph(|E⃗(r⃗ ′)|)κg(|r⃗ − r⃗ ′|) ,

where κ is photon absorption coefficient, νph(E) is
the frequency of the photoionization acts made in
the unbounded space by the photons radiated from
the states exited by one electron moving in the field
with the strength E, g(r) = exp(−κr)/(4πr2). The
quantities µ, ν, and β, with indexes, are taken de-
pendent on the electric field strength value, and D
are constant. As it is known from the streamer simu-
lations, the streamer characteristics almost does not
change when photoionization is replaced with small
initial electron density. Moreover, the characteris-
tic value of electron energy necessary for generation
of the photons, which energy is sufficient for direct
photoionization of molecule in ground state, is even
somewhat greater than one necessary for impact ion-
ization of the molecule. As a result, in the case
when the conditions of the streamer propagation are
close to minimum necessary ones (overvoltage is not
large), the role of another processes (different from
direct photoionization) in seed electron supplying
may be relatively large. One of such processes is
associative ionization (association of the exited par-
ticle and other one with emission of electron), but

it lags behind in time from the act of relevant pho-
ton radiation and needs the model for its description
different from one stated above. The considerable
part of the present simulations is carried out with
replacing of photoionization with the initial electron
density 106 cm−3. The calculations with the ini-
tial electron density 103 cm−3 give only somewhat
greater voltage value required for the same streamer
velocity. The used mesh is homogeneous along the
coordinate z of the cylindrical coordinate system
(ρ, φ, z). At the boundaries z = const the condi-
tions Φ = const are imposed with the difference ∆Φ,
corresponding to the average applied electric field
strength, Ē = ∆Φ/L, where L is distance between
the boundaries. Potential distribution is calculated
with Fourier transformation along the coordinate z.
The boundary condition for potential at the maxi-
mum radius of simulation domain, ρmax, is imposed
on each Fourier component, and it corresponds to
potential distribution in the space ρ > ρmax free of
the charged particles. The average value of z coor-
dinate of electrons in the simulation domain is kept
constant, through shift of mesh on the part of cell
at each time step, with relevant particle redistribu-
tion between the cells. If L is sufficiently large (in
comparing with characteristic transverse streamer di-
mensions) and the streamer front is situated far from
the boundaries then the electric field strength near
the front is not very different from one near the front
of the half-infinite streamer propagating in the un-
bounded space with the same Ē. For the coordinate
system moving in z direction with velocity u relative
to laboratory frame, introduction of the variables
(ζ, τ) connected with the variables (z, t) through the
equalities ζ = z − ut and τ = t leads to the equations

∂τNe − u∂ζNe = Me +Re ,
∂τNp − u∂ζNp = Mp +Rp ,
∂τNn − u∂ζNn = Mn +Rn .

(1)

The equations for perturbations may be obtained
with linearization of the equations (1). Some linear
relationships used in calculations for the perturba-
tions dependent as cos(mφ) (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .) on the
azimuthal angle φ are described in the papers [8]
and [9]. For example, in the linear approximation,
when Φ = Φ0 +Φ1 cos(mφ), N = N0 +N1 cos(mφ)
(the indexes epn are omitted here), the field strength
absolute value is equal to E0 + E1 cos(mφ), where
E0 = |∇Φ0|, E1 = −e⃗0∇Φ1, e⃗0 = −∇Φ0/E0, and the

perturbation of the quantity div(NeµeE⃗) is equal to

div(Ne1µe0E⃗0 +Ne0µe1E⃗0)+
+Ne0µe0Q1 −∇Φ1∇(Ne0µe0),

where Q1 = qϵ−1
0 (Np1 −Ne1 −Nn1), µe1 = µ

(1)
e E1,

µ
(1)
e is derivative of the function µe(E). The simula-

tions are carried out for gases at atmospheric pressure
in the simulation domain with width 1 mm. Their
results may be, also, used for discharges at other
pressure with taking into account the similarity of
discharge processes in the conditions with the same
value of the product of gas pressure and characteristic
dimension.
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the Fig. 1, the obtained dependences of streamer
velocity on the average applied electric field strength
are shown for different gas mixtures, namely, for pure
N2, for the mixtures N2 : O2 in the proportions 4 : 1
and 3 : 2, and for pure O2, from left to right. More
intensive attachment for greater O2 percentage leads
to lower electron density, weaker ionization intensity,
and slower streamer propagation.
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Fig.1. Streamer velocity for N2, N2 : O2 = 4 : 1,
N2 : O2 = 3 : 2, O2, from left to right

In the calculations for the points of curves corre-
sponding to minimum streamer velocity the charac-
teristics of the process come to their stationary values
very slowly. Moreover, in connection with the rules
accepted for movement of the simulation domain in
laboratory frame, the simulations for the smaller val-
ues of average field strength give the artificial non-
steady regimes, which cannot arise in real experimen-
tal conditions. Let us briefly describe such regime.

If the average external field strength value is close
to minimum one sufficient for streamer propagation
then the conditions for ionization wave development
differ very much in the different areas in front of
streamer (due to great sensitivity of ionization co-
efficient to the field strength value in relatively weak
field). Near the axis the wave develops faster, and a
new streamer, plasma channel of which has smaller
transverse dimension, begins to form there. With it
formation the electric field in the space near head
and channel of new streamer becomes stronger, the
ionization coefficient there increases, the multiplica-
tion of electrons in their way near the channel of new
streamer to the main streamer front intensifies, and
the conditions are created for transverse ionization
wave development near the main streamer front. In
this wave, the role of streamer head is played by the
annular positively charged space, which propagates
along the main streamer front, and the initial electron
density there has been increased due to multiplication
of electrons during their drift near the channel of new
streamer. In the numerical simulations the described
process develops slower than in reality, through the
movement of the simulation domain in laboratory
frame, for the purpose to keep constant the aver-
age coordinate of electrons in the simulation domain.
However, before the transverse ionization wave de-

velopment, the simulation domain moves slower than
the head of new streamer (due to lesser electron num-
ber per unit length in smaller channel), and so, the
head moves to the cathode boundary of the simu-
lation domain. But then, the transverse ionization
wave creates great amount of electrons, and to keep
the average electron coordinate in the simulation do-
main constant the simulation domain is moved, and
the velocity of this movement is greater than the ve-
locity of new streamer head propagation. As a result,
the head moves away from the cathode end of the sim-
ulation domain, and the field near the head becomes
weaker, which does not correspond to real conditions
of experiment, as the head does not move away from
the real cathode. In the simulation, the repetition
of the described stages gives the pulsed regime of
streamer propagation, which does not realize in ex-
periment. And the simulation model accepted here is
not fit for study of non-steady processes, at all.

In the Fig. 2, the values of the perturbation
growth increments for several azimuthal harmonics
are shown for the case of average strength 40 kV/cm
in air. The value of the increment for m = 0 (axi-
ally symmetric perturbation) was obtained formally,
in calculation under the rules accepted for anotherm,
according to which, in particular, the velocity of the
moving frame does not depend on the perturbation
development. All obtained values of the perturbation
growth increments are positive, which corresponds to
the perturbation instability. In particular, for m ≥ 2,
the instability is connected with the initial stage of
streamer branching.
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Fig.2. Perturbation growth increments for
azimuthal harmonics

But experimental facts witness, in particu-
lar, practical absence of cathode-directed streamer
branching near anode. The questions arises, how to
explain the instability in the frames of the model and
how to connect real streamer branching with the lin-
ear instability of azimuthal harmonics.

4. INSTABILITY DISCUSSION

As it follows from the arguments adduced below,
the azimuthal perturbations are unstable in the wide
range of the stationary streamer propagation modes.
Let us consider the case of stationary propagation of
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the axially symmetric streamer, assuming its stability
with respect to axially symmetric perturbations.

The axially symmetric solutions of the equations
for perturbations are characterized by relevant time
increments. As the considered streamer propagation
is stable, these increments cannot have positive real
part. On the other hand, there are axially symmetric
perturbations having negative real part of time in-
crement with very small absolute value (for example,
the long-wave, in z direction, perturbations of the
streamer channel side). So, in the case of the station-
ary stable axially symmetric streamer propagation,
the maximum real part of time increment of the axi-
ally symmetric (m = 0) perturbation should be equal
to zero. The perturbations with m ≥ 1 should have
greater increments, in connection with the additional
curvature of their equipotential surfaces in the space
of ionization front, and with relevant additional field
enhancement. So, for m ≥ 1, the unstable perturba-
tion (with increment having positive real part) should
exist.

The positive value of the increment for the case
m = 0 formally obtained in the calculations does not
contradict to stability of stationary propagation with
respect to axially symmetric perturbations, because
this value was obtained in conditions when the ve-
locity of moving frame does not depend on the per-
turbation development. For the perturbations with
m ≥ 1 it is natural, because such perturbations do
not change the average value of z coordinate of elec-
trons in the simulation domain, whereas the axially
symmetric perturbations may be accompanied with
such change. In particular, if ionization enhancement
with the increase of space charge density takes place
in front of streamer, nearer to cathode, then it leads
to field enhancement near the streamer head. This
field enhancement may be interpreted as the field of
the space charge image in the mirror-cathode, as the
image of perturbation is nearer to streamer than the
image of the unperturbed streamer itself. So, posi-
tive value of the perturbation growth increment for
the case m = 0 is connected with formal allowing to
develop such perturbation without demand to keep
constant the average value of z coordinate of elec-
trons in the simulation domain. On the other hand,
the described mechanism of ionization enhancement
(through the field of image) is applicable for pertur-
bations with m ≥ 1, too (though account of contri-
bution of the sectors corresponding to the different
signs of perturbation somewhat diminishes the en-
hancement). And so, all obtained increment values
partially are connected with not very large distance
between streamer and cathode, and the solution of
the problem for streamer in the unbounded space
with the same average applied electric field strength
should give somewhat smaller increment values.

As the azimuthal perturbation linear instability
exists at any excess of the average field strength value
over one minimum necessary for the streamer sta-
tionary propagation possibility, the question remains,
why the streamer branching is not observed in some

experimental conditions.
One possible cause may be connected with the

combined development of the azimuthal perturba-
tions with different m, in the case when their in-
crements have the same order of magnitude, and so,
relevant perturbations develop during approximately
the same time. The perturbation with m = 1, as a
rule, strengthens or weakens the perturbation with
another m to the different extent in the different ra-
dial directions. As a result, the sum of perturbations
may to develop in such a way that in some sector
the perturbation comes to nonlinear stage faster, the
perturbation development in other sectors is slowing
down, and instead of streamer branching the small
spatial variation of the streamer propagation way
takes place.

It should be also taken into account the great role
of fluctuations in perturbation development. In par-
ticular, electron density 106 cm−3, at the beginning
of avalanche multiplication, corresponds to a few elec-
trons in the volume with strong electric field near the
streamer head, and the question arise about validity
of the continuous medium model for description of
phenomena. If a phenomenon is determined mainly
by the sum of processes (as it is for the stationary
mode) then application of statistical averaging (which
is used to get the equations of the continuous medium
model) is natural. But instability development is con-
nected with fluctuations, and, to a great extent, it is
determined with the difference of avalanche develop-
ment rates in the different parts of the space near the
streamer head. As this difference is random quantity,
the instability development simulations in the con-
tinuous medium approximation may give the process
characteristics, essentially different from the experi-
mentally observed ones.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The numerical simulations are carried out for the
quasi-stationary stage of the process of development
of an axially symmetric streamer, which can propa-
gate in gas or semiconductor under sufficiently strong
electric field. The dependences of the streamer veloc-
ity on the average electric field strength are studied
for the different gas mixtures. On the background
of the axially symmetric process, which development
is determined with the usual nonlinear equations for
evolution of the charged particle densities, the linear
stage of development of the azimuthal harmonics of
perturbation is studied. When the space distribution
of the particle densities for the axially symmetric pro-
cess approaches to a stationary one (in the frame of
reference moving together with the streamer) the rel-
ative distributions for the azimuthal harmonics also
approaches to the certain ones, but the amplitudes
of the several first harmonics increase with time ap-
proximately exponentially. For the second and higher
harmonics such behavior corresponds to the begin-
ning of the streamer branching with formation of rel-
evant number of new streamers from it. The physical
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causes are pointed out, due to which such instability
is typical for streamers.
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×ÈÑËÅÍÍÎÅ ÌÎÄÅËÈÐÎÂÀÍÈÅ ÊÂÀÇÈÑÒÀÖÈÎÍÀÐÍÎÃÎ

ÐÀÑÏÐÎÑÒÐÀÍÅÍÈß ÑÒÐÈÌÅÐÀ

Î.Áîëîòîâ, Á.Êàäîëèí, Ñ.Ìàíüêîâñêèé, È.Ïàùåíêî, À.Ïîëÿêîâ, Ã. Òàðàí, Ë. Çàâàäà,

Â.Îñòðîóøêî

Âûïîëíåíî ÷èñëåííîå ìîäåëèðîâàíèå êâàçèñòàöèîíàðíîé ñòàäèè ðàñïðîñòðàíåíèÿ íàïðàâëåííîãî ê

êàòîäó àêñèàëüíî-ñèììåòðè÷íîãî ñòðèìåðà è ëèíåéíîé ñòàäèè ðàçâèòèÿ åãî àçèìóòàëüíîãî âîçìóùå-

íèÿ. Çàâèñèìîñòè ñêîðîñòè ñòðèìåðà îò ñðåäíåé íàïðÿæëííîñòè ýëåêòðè÷åñêîãî ïîëÿ ïîëó÷åíû äëÿ

ðàçíîãî ñîñòàâà ãàçà. Âûÿâëåíà íåóñòîé÷èâîñòü àçèìóòàëüíûõ âîçìóùåíèé è ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî îíà òèïè÷íà

äëÿ ñòðèìåðîâ. Îáñóæäàåòñÿ åë ñâÿçü ñ âåòâëåíèåì ñòðèìåðà.

×ÈÑËÎÂÅ ÌÎÄÅËÞÂÀÍÍß ÊÂÀÇIÑÒÀÖIÎÍÀÐÍÎÃÎ ÏÎØÈÐÅÍÍß ÑÒÐÈÌÅÐÓ

Î.Áîëîòîâ, Á.Êàäîëií, Ñ.Ìàíüêîâñüêèé, I. Ïàùåíêî, Î.Ïîëÿêîâ, Ã. Òàðàí, Ë. Çàâàäà,

Â.Îñòðîóøêî

Âèêîíàíå ÷èñëîâå ìîäåëþâàííÿ êâàçiñòàöiîíàðíî¨ ñòàäi¨ ïîøèðåííÿ ñïðÿìîâàíîãî äî êàòîäó àêñiàëüíî-

ñèìåòðè÷íîãî ñòðèìåðó òà ëiíiéíî¨ ñòàäi¨ ðîçâèòêó éîãî àçèìóòàëüíîãî çáóðåííÿ. Çàëåæíîñòi øâèäêî-

ñòi ñòðèìåðó âiä ñåðåäíüî¨ íàïðóæåíîñòi åëåêòðè÷íîãî ïîëÿ îòðèìàíi äëÿ ðiçíîãî ñêëàäó ãàçó. Âèÿâ-

ëåíî íåñòiéêiñòü àçèìóòàëüíèõ çáóðåíü òà ïîêàçàíî, ùî âîíà ¹ òèïîâîþ äëÿ ñòðèìåðiâ. Îáãîâîðþ¹òüñÿ

¨¨ çâ'ÿçîê ç ãàëóæåííÿì ñòðèìåðó.
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